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BY BRIAN COOK 
Staff Reporter
With a boost of  licensed 
growers in the State of  Washing-
ton, marijuana producers have 
harvested more crop than what 
has been demanded in the state’s 
market. This surplus has caused 
some producers to lower their 
price per pound for cannabis.
A marijuana plant ready for 
harvest can produce an average 
of  single pound of  marijuana 
in the 3 to 4 months it takes to 
grow, according to drugscience.
org. Once harvested, a pound 
of  marijuana can be sold for 
roughly $4,000 depending of  
the strain and THC content.
Reported earlier by The Na-
tional Marijuana News, Wash-
ington State licensed producers 
have grown more than 16,000 
pounds from July 2014 to No-
vember 2015 then what the 
states market demanded during 
this period. 
Retailers and Processors be-
lieve that this surplus will strong-
ly aff ect the price of  processed 
products such as edibles, drink-
ables, and concentrates in the 
near future.
“Glut is hard on Producers 
but it’s good for the market,” 
said Lena Davidson, Sales and 
Marketing Manager of  botani-
caSEATTLE. “Forces the mar-
ket to become more of  a com-
modities market creating space 
for bulk processors and growers 
to grow for oil rather than grow 
for bud. 
The marijuana industry is 
not as profi table as many think 
would think. With 45 percent 
tax on all sales, and an addition-
al 30 percent of  what’s left go-
ing to the IRS, since marijuana 
shops cannot write off  expenses. 
This leaves a small profi t margin 
is left for business owners.
“To have a price drop race 
to the bottom is the greatest fear 
and that’s basically what’s hap-
pening right now amplifi ed by 
the glut of  product on the mar-
ket” says Davidson.
 With producers looking to 
cover the heavy electrical cost 
of  growing indoor crop, some 
growers may be looking to sell 
more bud to retailers, instead of  
selling to processors.
USA Today once reported 
that roughly 360 kilowatts power 
a 25 square feet area in a indoor 
grow production in a month.
With Washington State’s 
Liquor and Cannabis Control 
Board Marijuana Producers 
Tier 1 marijuana license, it al-
lows producers up to 10,000 
square feet of  space for pro-
duction. A producer operating 
at maximum capacity could be 
facing electrical bills in Kittitas 
County to upwards of  $9,000 a 
month.
Rob Hendrix, owner of  Can-
nabis Central believes that con-
sumers will be seeing a greater 
variety of  lower quality packages 
priced at around $10 per gram, 
close to that of  “street-value”. 
COURTESY OF FLICKR
Boost of growers 
means too much weed 
for Wash. to handle
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BY KAILAN MANANDIC
Assistant News Editor 
For fi ve years, George Clark, 
chief  fi nancial offi  cer and vice 
president for Business and Fi-
nancial Aff airs, guided Central 
through multiple fi nancial transi-
tions. 
On Feb. 18, he’ll resign to 
take a position as chief  fi nancial 
offi  cer and associate laboratory 
director for business services at 
Brookhaven National Labora-
tory in Long Island, New York.
Central President James 
Gaudino shared the news with 
“mixed emotions.” According 
to Gaudino, Clark provided the 
best budget information in Cen-
tral’s history.
In the 
wake of  con-
tinued cuts in 
state funding, 
Clark began 
transitioning 
the univer-
sity’s budget-
ing model to 
Responsibil-
ity Centered 
Management 
in summer 2014. This model 
gave individual college deans 
ultimate control over the distri-
bution of  money instead of  the 
Offi  ce of  the President. 
Clark’s departure leaves 
Chief  of  Staff  Linda Schactler as 
the only remaining vice president 
of  Gaudino’s fi rst hand-picked 
cabinet. In November, Marilyn 
Levine resigned as provost and 
vice president of  Academic and 
Student life.  
According to Tim Englund, 
interim dean of  the College of  
the Sciences, the model was po-
tentially “rocky” and controver-
sial because individual depart-
ments all over campus were held 
more responsible for fi nances. 
Englund said Clark worked 
with faculty 
to help them 
adapt to the 
changes and 
was “invalu-
able” during 
the transi-
tion.
“He has 
these pie 
charts and 
spreadsheets 
that he pro-
duces regularly,” Englund said. 
“I can’t imagine that most of  the 
faculty could now have existed 
on campus without seeing these.”
Part of  Clark’s prowess is his 
fi nancial skills and his chemis-
try with the administration. En-
glund attributes this to Clark’s 
“strong interpersonal skills” and 
ability to present complex mod-
els clearly.
Englund will lead the search 
for Clark’s replacement. Once 
Englund and his team develop 
a position description, they will 
begin working with an executive 
search fi rm to fi nd applicants.
“He’ll be hard to replace,” 
Englund said. The search fi rm 
will “go out and beat the bushes 
for us.”
Until a viable replacement is 
found, Joel Klucking, associate 
vice president of  Finance and 
Business Auxiliaries, will act as 
interim chief  fi nancial offi  cer 
and vice president for Business 
and Financial Aff airs.
Klucking said he was fl at-
tered to hear the news and ad-
mits that the new position will 
hold a much larger scope than 
his current position.  
“George is a very tempered, 
consistent and methodical 
thinker,” Klucking said. “It’s 
exactly what we needed at the 
time.”
Klucking said he is unsure 
BY MCKENZIE LAKEY
Staff Reporter
In the Pacifi c Northwest 
earthquakes aren’t uncommon. 
In fact, if  you were on Cen-
tral’s campus in March last year, 
you likely felt the 4.2 magni-
tude earthquake that rumbled 
through Ellensburg.
This earthquake came with-
out any warning, but with 
the development of  the new 
ShakeAlert app underway, 
earthquake early warning sys-
tems may soon be going public 
and Central is involved.
The United States Geologi-
cal Survey (USGS), a scientifi c 
agency within the government 
that focuses on the climate and 
environment, is serving as the 
project lead. A handful of  west 
coast universities are also part-
nered with the program.
University of  California 
Berkeley (UC Berkeley), the 
California Institute of  Technol-
ogy (CalTech) and the Universi-
ty of  Washington (UW) are also 
funding the app.
Behind the scenes
Although Central’s geology 
department isn’t in the spotlight 
when it comes to the hands-on 
creation of  the app, Central is 
collaborating closely with UW.
On Wednesday, Jan. 14, 
Timothy Melbourne, a profes-
sor of  geological sciences at 
Central, discussed the univer-
sity’s data-collecting role dur-
ing his speech to the Ellensburg 
chapter of  the Ice Age Floods 
Institute (IAFI) 
“What we do is we give [the] 
University of  Washington GPS 
solutions that they can’t com-
pute on the ground and then 
they use it to locate the earth-
quakes,” Melbourne said.
“We’re kind of  a behind the 
scenes player in all of  this.”
 How it works
According to the USGS, the 
data collected through the GPS 
in a smartphone will be able 
to detect “permanent ground 
movement” associated with 
earthquakes.
By rapid processing of  this 
information, the app will then 
be able to recognize an earth-
quake and promptly send out 
the alert. 
Since the alert will travel at 
the speed of  light, and earth-
quakes move closer to the speed 
of  sound, the alerts can reach 
potential impact areas seconds 
before the shaking begins
Central key 
in creation 
of earth-
quake early 
warning 
app
BY RAY PAYNE
Staff Reporter 
According to the Ellensburg 
Police Department (EPD), a man 
allegedly placed a skimmer on an 
ATM at Cashmere Valley Bank 
on Dec. 31.
The EPD has recovered the 
device along with the collected 
information.
The public has been asked to 
keep an eye out for the suspect 
and to report anything important 
to the EPD at (509) 962-7280 
or at policedept@ci.ellensburg.
wa.us.
The original article along 
with a photo of  the suspect can 
be found on The Daily Record’s 
website. 
Additionally, information can 
be found on the EPD’s Facebook 
page. Anyone who might have 
seen this man can report any tips 
at 509-962-7280 or at policed-
ept@ci.ellensburg.wa.us.
ATM skimmer still at large
The EPD has sent out a warning about devices used on ATMs to collect card information at banks in the area.
COURTESY OF ELLENSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT
See “Earthquake” on P. 6
Vice president of  ve years 
to resign from Central
George Clark was a huge help with many financial changes at Central.
COURTESY OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Fast facts about 
George Clark 
• Clark worked at 
Central for fi ve 
years 
• Clark instituted a 
model that gave 
deans control of 
fi nances instead of 
the president
• Clark will begin 
workng in Long 
Island, New York 
as a chief fi nancial 
offi cer
See “Resigns” on P. 7
  George is a very tem-
pered, consistent and method-
ical thinker. It’s exactly what 
we needed at the time.“ “
-Joel Klucking
Associate VP of Business Auxiliaries
Clark 
credited with 
launching 
new  budget 
model 
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Black Lives Matter
BY ELLIOTT LLERA
Managing Editor
When historian Carter G. 
Woodson deemed the second 
week of  February “Negro Histo-
ry Week” in 1926, he emphasized 
its importance by saying, “If  a 
race has no history, if  it has no 
worthwhile tradition, it becomes 
a negligible factor in the thought 
of  the world and it stands in dan-
ger of  being exterminated.” 
It’s in this spirit that every Feb-
ruary, schools across the nation 
teach students about the plight 
of  African Americans while cel-
ebrating society’s most infl uential 
people of  color during Black His-
tory Month. 
This April, Portland Commu-
nity College [PCC] will aim to 
preserve the history of  another 
race--caucasians--when they host 
Whiteness History Month.
Unlike other heritage months 
however, the tone of  Whiteness 
History Month will be far from 
celebratory.
According to PCC’s Cascade 
Campus Diversity Council, the 
month-long academic project is 
intended to explore the origin of  
racism while studying the social 
construction of  ‘whiteness’.
PCC’s website defi nes ‘white-
ness’ as “an ideology based on 
beliefs, values, behaviors, habits 
and attitudes, which result in the 
unequal distribution of  power 
and privilege based on skin col-
or.”
During Whiteness History 
Month, PCC’s four campuses 
will host speeches, discussion 
sessions, and other events for its 
90,000 enrolled students. Ac-
cording to KRON4, lessons from 
the initiative will also be integrat-
ed into the classrooms. 
Student members of  diversity 
clubs at Central were supportive 
of  PCC’s decision to host White-
ness History Month, but said 
they would be hesitant about 
implementing a similar idea on 
campus in Ellensburg.
“I don’t think Central is ready 
for that,” said Gianni Glover, 
member of  Central’s Black Stu-
dent Union. “But I hope it does 
serve it’s purpose as far as edu-
cating, and getting people to see 
that this is a real thing and black 
people aren’t just saying stuff  to 
be mad.”
La’shawnda Mason, diversity 
programmer at Central’s Center 
of  Diversity and Social Justice 
agreed.
“Just from the backlash we got 
from our [Black Lives Matter] 
protest, we know the type of  peo-
ple we’re around,” said Mason. 
“I don’t think our staff  is ready 
for something like that, they need 
training.”
Critics of  PCC’s decision 
feel that the program will be 
nothing more than a month of  
“white shaming” if  it ignores the 
positive contributions caucasians 
have made throughout history.
Evelyn Briscoe, Program Co-
ordinator at the Center for Di-
versity and Social Justice, feels 
that PCC’s program will benefi t 
caucasian students by showing 
them the advantages they have 
over students of  color.
“I think it’s a good thing that 
they’re doing it because it’ll open 
people’s eyes to where their privi-
lege came from,” said Briscoe. 
“Most people are kind of  just 
brought up to believe they have 
this privilege, but giving them the 
history behind it can probably 
change the lens on how they see 
things around them.”
While diversity education is 
becoming more common on col-
lege campuses, many students 
feel that the public school system 
needs to overhaul the way it ad-
dresses issues of  race.
Mason thinks that the way 
Black History Month is taught 
makes kids feel like the struggles 
of  colored people are contained 
in the past.
“That’s the big problem, 
they really do teach it that way 
like slavery was such a long time 
ago,” Mason said. “They’ve de-
sensitized things of  the past, but 
the past is still relevant today. I 
may not be a slave in physical 
chains, but there are still things 
like the prison system.”
Keeping Carter G. Woodson’s 
vision in mind, Armando Ortiz, 
President of  Brother 2 Brother, 
wants to infl uence children by 
teaching the histories and tradi-
tions behind all heritages. 
“As a future public school ed-
ucator, that’s exactly why I want 
to go into education, to teach 
real history and to talk about real 
social issues,” Ortiz said. “The 
best way to oppress people is to 
take away their history and their 
culture, it completely disembod-
ies them from their ethnicity.”
BY BRITTANY ALLEN
Photo Editor 
In this same month the 
country celebrates the birthday 
of  the civil rights movement 
leader Martin Luther King Jr., 
the Central Black Lives Matter 
movement continues to work for 
change with the involvement of  
President James Gaudino.
 “We’re not making mountains 
out of  molehills,” said Armando 
Ortiz, president of  Brother 2 
Brother. “We’re trying to make 
these mountains molehills.”
The Black Student Union 
(BSU), Brother 2 Brother, and 
other affi  liated groups which 
protested in the fall in solidar-
ity with the Black Lives Mat-
ter movement at the University 
of  Missouri are still working to 
gain recognition and equity for 
the underrepresented groups on 
campus.
As requested by those in-
volved in the movement, Presi-
dent Gaudino has been attend-
ing meetings of  the involved 
groups and has already helped 
with writing a letter of  solidarity 
from Central to Mizzou.
Some future changes are al-
ready in the works for 2016. 
Issues being targeted include 
designating a safe space for un-
derrepresented groups and work-
ing together as students, faculty, 
and administration to diversify 
the curriculum and faculty.
La’Shawnda Mason, junior 
food nutrition and dietetics ma-
jor and the Equity and Services 
Council representative for BSU, 
feels the changes being imple-
mented now are due to the suc-
cess of  their protest.
“Sometimes people tell us 
what we should do, but some-
times it takes to be a little bit 
more boisterous and let yourself  
be heard. And that’s what we 
did,” Mason said. “I feel we got 
our point across.”
One of  the steps taken by this 
movement has been to write a 
letter to several university offi  ces 
requesting a 
safe space for 
these groups 
such as BSU 
and Brother 
2 Brother.
E v e l y n 
Briscoe, a se-
nior law and 
justice and 
s o c i o l o g y 
major and 
the presi-
dent of  BSU believes the under-
represented groups on campus 
shouldn’t have to resort to meet-
ing in the CDSJ and utilize their 
facilities in order to organize.
“[We’re looking for] a space 
where those people can come in 
and have their meetings and be 
able to have that space,” Briscoe 
said. “As of  right now our stuff  in 
student government is in a closet. 
That shouldn’t be that way.”
A matter of  importance to the 
upperclass-
men BSU 
members is 
making sure 
the move-
ment contin-
ues to thrive 
after they 
leave Cen-
tral.This in-
volves hand-
ing down 
l e a d e r s h i p 
to underclassmen and inspiring 
them.
“Things are moving forward,” 
Ortiz said. “The seniors that are 
in the concerned people’s coali-
tion they understand it’s going 
to outlive them as well...Leaders 
always come and go, but it’s up 
to the leaders to motivate and 
inspire the younger generation to 
continue their work.”
Whiteness History Month will include speeches, discussion sessions, and other events to highlight the origins of racism towards color people. 
THOMAS LE NGO/FLICKR
‘Whiteness Awareness Month’ at PCC
BLM movement continues at Central, works with Gaudino
Portland Com-
munity College 
implements 
new heritage 
month
  We’re not making 
mounatins out of mole-
hills. We’re trying to make 
these mountains molehills.
“ “
-Armando Ortiz 
President of Brother 2 Brother
• BLM started in 2013
•  It used social media 
to reach thousands 
of people 
•  It was started by the 
“killings of blacks by 
police and vigilantes”
• “Hands up, don’t 
shoot” is one of the 
political slogans used 
during demonstra-
tions 
•  There are at least 23 
BLM chapters in the 
U.S.
Black Lives 
Matter Movement
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January 27, 2016
Steak Night
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Holmes Dining Room
Central Comfort Station
Steak: $5
Combo Plate: $8
Central’s role in the early warning app for earthquakes is data-collecting, which is more behind the scenes but necessary for the app to work. 
COURTESY OF UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
“Earthquake” from P. 3
Warning vs. prediction
Melbourne makes it clear that 
this new app will not be able to 
predict earthquakes, saying that 
“prediction isn’t actually pos-
sible” and key factors must be 
considered when trying to pre-
dict an earthquake.
“You gotta say when, you 
gotta say where, and you gotta 
say how big,” Melbourne said. 
“[Prediction] is a hundred year 
old holy grail. It has never been 
solved, it never will be solved.”
While the development of  
this app is a new direction for 
the technology, according to 
Melbourne this is not the fi rst 
early warning system created for 
earthquakes.
According to the USGS, 
Mexico fi rst developed the tech-
nology after the 1985 Mexico 
City earthquake that reached a 
magnitude of  8.1. The result-
ing death toll was estimated at 
10,153.
The USGS also said that Ja-
pan invested $600 million into 
their own system after the 1995 
Kobe earthquake claimed the 
lives of  6,400 people. Turkey, 
Taiwan and China have all 
implemented similar systems as 
well.
However, the development 
of  such systems tends to occur 
after an earthquake devastates a 
region, something geologists in-
volved in this program are trying 
to prevent.
“We actually haven’t had a 
big earthquake in a metropolitan 
area in a hundred years in our 
country … but it is only a mat-
ter of  time,” Melbourne said. 
“One way or another this system 
should be built.”
Funding
Though the USGS is spear-
heading the project, the initial 
funding for the program came 
from the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation.
According to the Moore Foun-
dation, their grants to the USGS, 
UC Berkeley, CalTech and UW 
have totaled nearly $6.5 million. 
However, Melbourne has said 
that the system is expected to cost 
nearly $200 million total.
Melbourne has also said that 
political debate has questioned 
whether government funding 
should be used to develop such 
a program. Counter arguments 
include spending the money else-
where, such as on the improve-
ment of  freeway overpasses or 
public infrastructure.
Release date
Regardless of  government 
fi nancing for the project, the de-
velopment of  the app continues 
with beta testing proving success-
ful in recent cases.
According to the LA Times, 
one achievement came in 2014 
when scientists were given an 8 
second warning prior to the 6.0 
Napa earthquake that shook 
Southern California.
Public testing has since rolled 
out in California, and Berkeley 
has placed a timeline on the re-
lease of  the ShakeAlert app. The 
goal is for the fi nal product to 
be available through app stores 
within the next two years. 
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COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES
President Obama signed declaration 
for disaster aid 
BY RAY PAYNE
Staff Reporter
In November, Washington 
state was heavily aff ected by 
straight-line winds, fl oods, and 
landslides which resulted in dam-
ages in multiple counties across 
the state. 
This past Friday, President 
Barack Obama signed a disaster 
declaration as a response to the 
damages done by the November 
storms across the state. 
According to the Tri-City 
Herald, the president’s declara-
tion will provide federal aid to 16 
Washington counties. The aid is 
intended to assist the recovery ef-
forts at the state, tribal and local 
levels. 
Federal money will be made 
available on a cost-sharing basis 
and will go toward emergency 
work, repairs and replacements 
of  the facilities aff ected by the 
storms. 
Several Eastern Washington 
counties including Kittitas, Chel-
an, Lincoln and Spokane will be 
able to receive funds.
Gov. Jay Inslee originally 
requested federal aid for 31 
counties and although only 16 
counties will be receiving aid, ad-
ditional help will be made avail-
able if  requested by the state and 
deemed warranted after an as-
sessment of  damages. 
Funding will also be made 
available for hazard reducing 
measures statewide in order to 
combat future disasters. 
The press release from FEMA 
can be found on their website 
fema.gov and the original story 
can read on the Tri-City Her-
ald’s website, tri-cityherald.com.
An elk became tangled 
in a fence and dragged 
the wire across the railroad 
tracks, one caller reported at 
7:32 a.m. on Friday, Jan. 15 
near Dudley Road. 
A horse was left behind 
at a property by its pre-
vious tenant at 1:55 p.m. 
on Friday, Jan. 15 near Fox 
Road. The reporting party 
requested to schedule an ap-
pointment with the previous 
tenants, but they refused. The 
horse’s owner said they would 
retrieve it when they wanted.
Four snowmobiles were 
left in a trailer parked in 
the middle of  the road-
way, with no vehicle at-
tached, one caller reported at 
2:28 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 15.
A responsible animal 
owner called to ask about 
leash laws in Ellensburg at 
3:52 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 15. 
A manic mother was 
sending harassing texts 
and Facebook messages 
to a caller whose daughter 
is on a dance team, the caller 
reported at 4:08 p.m. on Fri-
day, Jan. 15.
Three drunk males were 
hanging around a store, 
one was leaning on a 
silver four-door Dodge 
Ram, the manager reported 
at 4:10 p.m. Friday, Jan. 15 
near Gladmar Road. 
A caller was curious 
about the fate of  their 
welfare check at 4:21 p.m. 
on Friday, Jan. 15.
Seven cows were report-
ed missing and reporting 
party worried they could be-
come a traffi  c hazard. The 
call came in at 8:09 p.m. on 
Saturday, Jan. 16 near Ste-
vens Road. 
A male who was “acting 
weird” used a credit card 
under a female’s name, a 
caller reported at 8:54 p.m. 
on Saturday, Jan. 16 on 3rd 
Avenue. 
A loud party with loud 
music was reported at 11:56 
p.m. on Saturday, Jan. 16 
near Maci Court in Ellens-
burg. 
An alleged homeless man 
purchased a one-month 
pass at the gym, which 
a caller believed was so 
he could use it for free 
showers, they reported at 
9:59 a.m. on Sunday, Jan. 
17. The caller said the man 
smelled of  marijuana and al-
cohol. 
A horse broke loose and 
ran around a course, with 
no employees in the vicinity 
a caller reported at 2:42 p.m. 
on Sunday, Jan. 17 on Thor-
pe Highway. 
A concerned caller in-
quired about a power 
outage at 9:55 a.m. on Sun-
day, Jan. 17 near Spoke Lane 
in Cle Elum. 
The tale of  the blasted 
barking dog continues as 
a concerned neighbor and 
caller reported an “ongo-
ing problem” of  a dog bark-
ing for several hours at 5:37 
p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 17 near 
Sanders Road. 
Smells like weed. A caller reported an odor of  marijuana at 
9:24 p.m. on Saturday, Jan. 16 on Alder Street.
Do you smell that?
Kittitas County 9-1-1 calls
Jan. 15 - 17
BY KAILAN MANANDIC 
Assistant News Editor 
In the fi rst hours of  the 2016, 
party-goers looking for a safe way 
home found themselves slapped 
with an expensive ride, ending 
their celebrations.
Several reports began pop-
ping up on New Year’s Eve, 
warning people to be wary of  
Uber surge prices. Those looking 
for a safe way home were unpre-
pared for how high prices would 
skyrocket.
Uber is an app that works as 
an independent taxi service. The 
customer requests a ride and 
awaits an Uber driver who is 
hired as an independent contrac-
tor. Drivers receive weekly pay 
and tips. 
When customers quickly out-
number drivers, Uber imple-
ments surge charges to fulfi l the 
requests.
“When demand for rides out-
strips the supply of  cars, surge 
pricing kicks in, increasing the 
price,” said Uber in a release.
During a busy time such as 
New Year’s Eve, customers can 
pay as much as nine times the 
normal fare for a ride. Social me-
dia exploded the next morning 
over the costly rides. 
Uber notifi ed consumers to 
be prepared for upped prices on 
New Year’s Eve.
“Surge Pricing shouldn’t be 
a surprise,” they said. “To avoid 
the highest fares, head to the fes-
tivities early or catch a ride right 
after midnight.”
Uber defends the spike in 
prices by claiming it’s a win-win 
situation. CBS reported Uber 
conducted a case study on busy 
nights, concluding that upped 
fares reduces requests and in-
creases response. 
Uber claims that it can’t exist 
without this practice.
“Without surge pricing,” 
Uber stated. “Uber is not really 
Uber—you can’t push a button 
and get a ride in minutes.”
Marley Walkup, junior trans-
fer student, used Uber for the 
fi rst time on New Year’s Eve in 
Tacoma.
When she fi rst requested a 
ride around 1:30 a.m. she agreed 
to a 2.5 times charge and was 
told the driver was three minutes 
away
The driver arrived past 2 
a.m., which increased the charge 
to 5.5 times the normal amount, 
unknowingly to Walkup until the 
next day.
According to Walkup, the 
driver failed to inform her of  the 
increased charge and paid $263 
for a nine mile drive. The origi-
nal price at a 2.5 times increase 
was $120.
Because of  this, Walkup said 
she will never use Uber or any 
similar service again
“I’ll just take a cab,” Walkup 
said.
whether he will apply for the 
permanent replacement as he is 
“very happy and comfortable” in 
his current position.
According to Englund, 
Klucking has many of  Clark’s in-
valuable qualities, mainly a back-
ground in fi nance and strong in-
terpersonal skills.
“Joel will be outstanding in 
the position,” Englund said.
Additionally, Klucking will 
oversee a restructuring of  Busi-
ness and Financial Aff airs, put-
ting a new focus on enrollment 
management. 
The restructuring will split 
business and fi nancial aff airs in 
two. One department will focus 
on fi nance, budget and auxilia-
ries, the other on fi nancial aid 
and enrollment management.
Central will begin its search 
for a vice president of  enrollment 
management as the restructuring 
begins later this year. 
Until someone is found for the 
job, Klucking will act as the head 
of  both departments.
“I’m delighted that Joel has 
agreed to lead BFA through this 
reorganization,” Gaudino wrote 
in a press release. “Joel brings a 
wealth of  experience in fi nance 
and tremendous personal cred-
ibility throughout the university, 
the local community, and Puget 
Sound fi nance industry.”
Gaudino said he is not sur-
prised that Clark was targeted for 
the role at Brookahaven, but will 
miss him all the same.
“I’m delighted for George, 
because he’s going to an incred-
ible job at a world-class research 
organization,” Gaudino wrote in 
a press release. “We’ll miss the 
enthusiasm, professionalism, and 
optimism George has brought to 
work at CWU.” 
According to Klucking, Clark 
previously worked in the scientif-
ic research industry and it’s very 
familiar to him.
“It’s a huge opportunity with 
a great company,” Klucking said. 
“We’re going to miss him. He 
was the right person at the right 
time to be our CFO and I look 
forward to whatever comes after 
this.” 
Uber jacks up prices 
during holiday season
See “Resigns” on P. 3
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BOARD
Mass shootings and terrorism 
are constantly in the headlines.
constant in many recent 
headlines and “jihadist” seem-
ingly becoming the buzzword of  
the millennium, terrorism has 
been at the forefront of  many 
people’s minds.
But why is it that when a 
school shooting such as Colum-
bine or Umpqua Community 
College occurs, the topic of  re-
ligion hardly ever surfaces? In-
stead, the perpetrators’ mental 
instability is the burning issue. 
But if  the perpetrators look like 
the couple from the San Ber-
nardino shooting–Syed Rizwan 
Farook or Tashfeen Malik–the 
event is instantly deemed an act 
of  terrorism and linked to the 
Islamic idea of  jihad. And that, 
in turn, prompted calls for ban-
ning Muslims from entering the 
country. 
However, instilling fear in 
a people through violent and 
devastating acts, also known as 
terrorism, isn’t exclusive to reli-
gious communities.
Unless the attack is at an 
abortion clinic, the media sel-
dom points the fi nger at the at-
tacker’s Christian background.
Terrorism has existed as a 
tactic for domination not only 
by religious groups, but also by 
many secular groups.
So why is it that a white 
man’s violent act upon his fellow 
students is driven by mental ill-
ness, but a Muslim man’s strike 
against the government is reli-
gious terrorism? 
The Oregon Militia, which 
has taken over a wildlife ref-
uge in Eastern Oregon, doesn’t 
claim to be acting in the name 
of  any god or for the gain of  
any religion. They are, however, 
acting in a manner that could be 
considered terrorism.
The militia is armed and 
wants people to be afraid and 
for that fear to prompt the gov-
ernment to turn the land back 
to private citizens. It’s not that 
far from the goal of  ISIS, which 
sends  young fi ghters seeking 
martyrdom into crowds with a 
bomb strapped to their chest. 
So far, the U.S. government 
has refrained from intervening, 
hoping they’ll dissolve from their 
own internal dissension. But can 
you imagine the response if  the 
group holed up at the refuge was 
Islamic?
These groups have more in 
common than you would think. 
Generally, terrorists are dis-
enfranchised people unhappy 
with what their government is 
doing. These groups eventually 
hit the boiling point, and the 
cost usually amounts to the loss 
of  human lives, most usually in-
nocent. 
Whether there is any evi-
dence of  mental illness involved 
or not, terrorism, on a very base 
level, is usually meant to illicit 
a reaction from the victims in-
volved. Without the crazed and 
frenzied response of  people, ter-
rorism wouldn’t have much of  
an impact. 
The focus of  our country to-
day should be fi ghting the idea, 
rather than assigning blame and 
increasing the killings through 
wars founded on diff erences and 
misunderstandings.
Americans take note: Non-religious
shooters can be terrorists too
Has anti-political correctness gone too far?
These days, it seems like ev-
eryone has to be politically cor-
rect about everything he or she 
says. We’re reminded to watch 
how we say things all over social 
media—on our Tumblr blogs, 
in Instagram hashtags, and on 
Twitter.
So has political correctness 
gone too far? Are we so afraid 
of  being off ensive we have com-
pletely bleached out the color in 
our vocabulary?
I know that last sentence 
might off end someone—but to 
hell with it.
But don’t mistake what I just 
said as being intolerant or igno-
rant. Because I’m not. I agree 
that it’s important to consider the 
power and the meaning of  our 
words in order to maintain a civil 
society.
There certainly are groups 
that have experienced discrimi-
nation and hate speech for far 
too long. When I think about it, 
being politically correct about 
what we say has produced some 
pretty good results, such as  gen-
der equality, body positivity and 
more awareness for how to de-
scribe people of  various sexual 
orientations.
But where’s the line between 
hypersensitivity and being appro-
priately sensitive to someone who 
is diff erent from you? Can you 
talk about certain things without 
being off ensive?
I think there needs to be a give 
and take on this topic. People def-
initely need to be more accepting 
and open to learning the proper 
terms. But on the fl ip side, I think 
there is also a need to calm down 
and stop vilifying people via the 
internet.
The bigger picture is ac-
ceptance -- not whether or not 
someone used the right words to 
describe you as a person.
Being conscious and aware 
about saying something in a way 
that doesn’t off end others is a 
step in the right direction, but I 
think that in our zeal to jump on 
people who are politically incor-
rect, we avoid focusing on the is-
sues behind the words, whether 
they are deliberate or not.
We should really be focusing 
our frustration and emotional en-
ergy on actual equality for people 
of  all races, religions and gender 
identities.
Of  course, in the end, does it 
really matter how I broach the 
topic of  political correctness? I 
guarantee somebody, somewhere 
will get off ended by this column. 
And maybe that’s something we 
should work on as a New Year’s 
resolution together.
Political correctness is often 
brushed over as oversensitiv-
ity of  a self-absorbed, liberalized 
generation, but to be politically 
correct is to be conscientious of  
marginalized groups that have 
been discriminated against. It is 
the choice to recognize that your 
words have an eff ect on other 
people.
When it comes right down 
to it, language matters. Word-
ing matters. None of  us live in 
a vacuum, especially now, when 
our ideas and thoughts are often 
broadcasted on social media to 
the entire world.
Political correctness is mostly 
understanding the power that we 
all have and choosing to respect 
those people you might reach.
A big misconception people 
have is that political correct-
ness is a restriction of  our First 
Amendment rights.
Let me be clear, political cor-
rectness has nothing to do with 
free speech. It also has nothing to 
do with censorship.
Many people confuse free 
speech with speech without re-
percussions. Every American has 
the right to say whatever they 
want, but each person also has 
the right to respond, ignore or 
fi ght back against speech that is 
hurting them or their commu-
nity.
Ultimately, just as much as 
you have a right to speak with 
hate and ignorance, you also 
have the freedom to not be an 
asshole, intentional or otherwise.
The really big thing -- what 
I hope you remember most -- is 
that you don’t have to under-
stand.
If  you don’t get why what 
you’ve said is racist or how it 
could have possibly off ended 
anyone, that’s alright. As long 
as you can be an adult, apolo-
gize and accept it, you’re already 
more than halfway there.
The comic Louis C.K. said, 
“When a person tells you that 
you hurt them, you don’t get to 
decide that you didn’t.”
Just because you might not un-
derstand how another person is 
aff ected, doesn’t mean that their 
feelings are suddenly invalid.
So be aware of  how people 
want to be addressed. Be aware 
of  what hurts the people around 
you. Be aware of  your power to 
aff ect the rest of  the world.
No
Yes
BY JULIA MORENO/NEWS EDITOR
BY GRACE LINDSLEY/COPY DESK CHIEF
CORRECTIONS:
On page 6 of last week’s issue, “Obama’s gun control 
sounds good, but is it good enough?” incorrectly stated 
the year as 2016 when gun violence facts were presented. 
The story should have said 2015.
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Turning it “Inside Out”
BY HOLLY CHESTER
Staff Writer
Of  all the students at Central, 
about 22 percent are considered 
to be non-traditional, according 
to the Center for Diversity and 
Social Justice (CDSJ).
Non-traditional students are 
25 or older, married or have a 
domestic partner, have children 
or are veterans. 
Tonight at 6 p.m., the CDSJ 
will be hosting a movie night wel-
coming not only non-traditional 
students and their families, but 
also any other Central student. 
The movie that will be shown is 
Disney Pixar’s “Inside Out.” 
Michelle Cyrus, diversity of-
fi cer for the CDSJ, believes that 
including all students is an im-
portant part of  the movie night. 
“It’s open to any and every 
student. Actually, we’ve been 
getting anywhere from  100 to 
150 people coming. Sometimes 
we get more traditional students 
than non-traditional students 
because they just love these mov-
ies,” Cyrus said. 
“We do not discriminate… 
and that’s the same thing for our 
center… We want people to feel 
like they take ownership in Cen-
tral, and that’s what we do here. 
We love creating an environment 
of  inclusion.”
The movie nights are a 
monthly event. They provide 
free popcorn and other forms of  
entertainment to make it a more 
engaging experience.The CDSJ 
teams up with other organiza-
tions at the university in order to 
accomplish this.
Guests that arrive early to the 
event are provided with activities 
the CDSJ has planned for before 
the movie. 
At previous events, Central’s 
Cosplay Club has dressed as the 
characters from the movie and 
interacted with the kids. 
“We provide books for the 
cosplay group to come in and 
they sign them for the kiddos and 
there’s an opportunity for pic-
tures,” Cyrus said. 
“We usually do that at 5:30, 
and so for 30 minutes, they’re 
there, and the kiddos can have 
fun with them, and then at 6 p.m. 
the movie always starts.” 
Bonny Walker, junior ac-
counting major, has been a part 
of  the Cosplay Club for a year. 
Walker helps to set up the ac-
tivities for the students and their 
families to enjoy. 
“It’s just really cool to see their 
reactions. They really enjoy it,” 
Walker said.
Makayla Shepherd, senior 
studio art major, has also been a 
year-long member. She also helps 
organize the Cosplay Club’s par-
ticipation for the non-traditional 
night. 
Shepherd believes it is an im-
portant part of  providing a way 
for students to communicate with 
one another.
“It’s a good way to mix com-
munity and school together,” 
Shepherd said. “We don’t ever 
just send  members because we 
want to get our club name out 
there. We defi nitely try to make 
sure it’s people who actually want 
to be there so that it’s a fun event 
for everyone.”
Outside of  this event, the 
CDSJ also works with other or-
ganizations that are helpful to 
non-traditional students. 
They put on events such as 
workshops through the graduate 
studies offi  ce for students that 
might be interested in going to 
grad school. Other events, such 
as resume workshops, are also 
put on by CDSJ through Career 
Services.
The movie night is a chance 
for families to come and watch a 
movie with everyone and allows 
them all to be included in the ac-
tivities.
According to Cyrus, this is a 
chance for non-traditional stu-
dents and their families to get 
involved in campus life, in a way 
that is fun and entertaining. 
“On our campus we have a 
high concentration of  traditional 
students… For the non-tradition-
al student population, this creates 
a place for them,” Cyrus said. 
“Many of  them want their 
families to be a part of  that, and 
so that’s one of  the ways here at 
Central that we’re able to do that, 
is by having activities and learn-
ing opportunities for this subset 
of  the student population.”
Cosplay Club members will dress as characters from “Inside Out” for CDSJ’s non-traditional movie night.
PIXAR/DISNEY-PIXAR
Around the world, in one hour
BY BRITANY DECKER
Staff Writer
The chance to learn about 
international traditions will soon 
be off ered to all students during 
the upcoming international cafe.
This event, put on by the Cen-
ter for Leadership and Commu-
nity Engagement (CLCE), will 
give both international students 
and Central students the chance 
to talk about various ways to cel-
ebrate the New Year. 
Along with trivia quizzes 
there will be speakers of  all dif-
ferent origins talking about what 
New Year’s means to them and to 
their people. 
Students will be able to con-
nect with the commonalities and 
diff erences between the universal 
holiday that is New Years.
Nadene Vevea, assistant pro-
fessor of  communications studies, 
said this event is meant to “con-
nect the U.S. Central students to 
the international students that we 
have here on campus.”
There is sometimes a discon-
nect between international and 
U.S. Central students. 
The international cafe is hop-
ing to break that disconnect and 
connect the students together. 
“If  you go to the SURC at 
lunch time, you will see all of  our 
international students and they 
are all sitting at a table together,” 
Vevea said, “and all the other 
Central students are in their own 
spaces.”
Gabriela Fernandes, junior 
nutrition major, is from Brazil 
and explained diff erent New 
Year’s Eve traditions specifi c to 
her home country. 
“On New Year’s Eve...we usu-
ally have lentils,” Fernandes said. 
According to Bookers Inter-
national, eating lentils on New 
Years is considered to benefi -
cially aff ect your health as you go 
through the year.   
“My friends that are from 
Brazil said they shake money,” 
Fernandes said.
Although she wasn’t sure what 
the reason is for this specifi c tra-
dition, Fernandes did confi rm 
other events that often take place 
in Brazil.
According to Fernandes, 
many Brazilians who live near 
the ocean jump over seven waves 
while they make a set of  wishes 
they want to come true during 
the new year.
However, similar to Ameri-
cans, Brazilians often try to at-
tend parties in the cities to cel-
ebrate the oncoming year.
Traditions happen no matter 
where you are. 
They are ingrained in the cul-
ture of  each and every diff erent 
society or group of  people. 
These New Year’s traditions 
and many more will be the topic 
of  this event.
The CLCE and the offi  ce of  
International Studies and Pro-
grams are hoping the cafe will 
help to improve the communica-
tion between our U.S. and inter-
national students. 
Thus, bringing them together 
as one community of  Central.
There will be snacks and light 
desserts served, but they ask that 
people provide their own lunch. 
Attendees must RSVP 
through the CLCE website. 
There will be another Interna-
tional Cafe on March 3.
International and native Central students come together to discuss traditions from around the world. 
COURTESY OF THE CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
When:Jan. 21
Where: SURC 
room 127 A&B 
Time:12 p.m. to 
1:30 p.m.
International Cafe
Opening
Non-trad Night
When: Jan. 21
Where:SURC 
theatre
Time: 6 p.m.
Cost: Free
Cosplay Club brings characters to life for movie night
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Invest in your future
BY NATHAN BREWSTER
Staff Writer
Picking a major is a scary 
proposition for any college stu-
dent. However, Central will be 
trying to help students with this 
problem as they host their annual 
Majors Fair next Wenesday.
There will be over 50 depart-
ments attending the event to help 
Central students fi nd a major 
that fi ts them.
Students will have many op-
portunities to explore diff erent 
majors and talk to department 
heads and professors who will be 
able to answer questions about 
their particular department.
This event will be sponsored 
by Career Services and Academ-
ic Advising, which are attempting 
to make the fair more fun and ac-
cessible for all students. 
Kristina Paquette, event co-
ordinator and Career Services’ 
secretary supervisor, emphasized 
that this event is meant for all 
Central students.
“It’s open to all students, not 
just undecid-
ed,” Paquette 
said. “You 
can see about 
your minor 
and there 
will be deans 
and chairs of  
the depart-
ments there 
as well.” 
Vicki San-
nuto, director 
of  Career Services, said that the 
majors fair is a good and impor-
tant tool for students to utilize.
“It is the only time of  the year 
where all, if  not most, of  the de-
partments come together,” San-
nuto said. “Our goal is to have 
as many undeclared students and 
to get as many students possible 
there.”
Paquette 
also men-
tioned that 
there were 
many great 
i n c e n t i v e s 
for going to 
this year’s 
Central ma-
jors fair for 
students be-
cause of  the 
academic in-
formation students could gather 
by coming.
“We want people to reach 
[out] to this hard-to-reach facul-
ty,” Paquette said. “You can win 
T-shirts and gear as well.”
The goal for this year’s fair 
revolves around the idea of  pre-
senting the most information 
they can for Central students so 
that they can 
graduate on 
time with-
out spending 
more money.
“We try 
and sell on 
the part that 
the longer 
you are in 
college, the 
more money 
you are going 
to spend,” Paquette said. 
While money is a major ob-
stacle for most students, Career 
Services and Academic Advising 
encourage the event, to highlight 
the multiple ways the university is 
trying to keep students on track.
“We are trying to help with 
your future,” Paquette said. 
Scott Carlton, director of  
S t u d e n t 
A c h i e v e -
ment Out-
reach said,“It 
doesn’t hurt 
them to go,” 
“It is a great 
o n e - s t o p 
shop. There 
is no pressure 
to decide a 
major.”
C a r l t o n 
said students would benefi t the 
most from attending.
“It’s important for students to 
attend to understand the require-
ments for those departments,” 
Carlton said. “It is a great con-
nection piece.”
There will be new depart-
ments at the event that have nev-
er been there before.
Paquette said there are some 
additional departments com-
ing that haven’t before such as 
library and information science, 
craft brewing and even the Cen-
tral Alumni Association.
Although the Central majors 
fair will be a big part of  the week, 
Paquette said there will also be a 
workshop designed to help stu-
dents explore their majors con-
sidering their personality types. 
In the workshop on Jan. 25 
there will be events that feature 
taking a personality test to see 
what major best fi ts you, talk-
ing about careers in general and 
much more. 
The fi rst fi ve students will also 
receive a T-shirt for free as an 
added incentive.
The workshop will be held 
the day before the majors fair on 
Monday in SURC 135 from 4 to 
5:30 .
The annual majors fair is a chance for all students to learn more about what different majors have to offer.
COURTESY OF CAREER SERVICES
Majors Fair returns to help students  nd their path
When: Jan. 26
Where:Surc 
Ballroom
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Sponsered: Career 
Services and 
Academic Advising
Majors Fair
  We try and sell on the 
part that the longer you are 
in college, the more money 
you are going to spend.
“ “
-Kristina Paquette
Career Services
  It doesn’t hurt them 
to go. It is a great on stop 
shop. There is no pressure 
to decide a major.
“ “
-Scott Carlton
Director of Student Achievement
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Manastash brings current issues to life
BY KAITLYN LANGDALE
Staff Writer
The Manastash Literary Arts 
Magazine is not just a poster you 
happen to notice on the bulletin 
board posted in the hallway. It’s 
a literary journal created to give 
students a voice on campus in the 
hopes of  continuing the conver-
sation of  social equality for all. 
This year’s theme of  the liter-
ary journal is “Mass Incarcera-
tion and Racial Justice - Black 
and Brown Lives Do Matter.”
This is also the a topic of  
a year-long series of  talks and 
events at Central.
The theme was chosen by 
Xavier Cavazos, faculty advis-
er of  Manastash Literary Arts 
Magazine, and Stacey Robert-
son, dean of  the College Arts and 
Humanities who started the mass 
incarceration events.
Cavazos felt strongly about 
bringing this subject to the fore-
front of  Central’s conversation.
“We want students to have an 
understanding of  diversity and 
of  the role racism has played in 
social injustice,” Cavazos said. 
“We want to raise awareness be-
cause college is an institution to 
keep the conversation open.”
The publication has no agen-
da to say one side is right and the 
other one wrong. 
According to Cavazos, the 
purpose of  this theme is “to edu-
cate students.” 
“This is not a game and there 
are no right sides,” Cavazos said.
The journal has been and will 
continue to accept submissions 
from writers and artists until Jan. 
31.
Submissions could be but are 
not limited to short stories, po-
ems, plays, visual art, painting 
and photos. 
Editors are looking for work 
that speaks to the theme and that 
are powerful pieces which will 
continue to help stimulate the 
conversation of  equality for all 
on Central’s campus. 
Although the magazine does 
have a theme, it will also accept 
submissions that are not related 
to the theme, 
C a v a z o s 
said. 
C a s e y 
Fr i e d m a n , 
student edi-
tor for Man-
astash, ad-
vises students 
to “keep it 
short.”
The re-
view process 
starts this quarter in a class de-
signed to edit for the magazine. 
The class is comprised of  about 
25 students editors who will be 
tasked with choosing the best 
works pro-
duced by stu-
dents. 
Each edi-
tor will read 
diff erent stu-
dent submis-
sions and, at 
the end of  
the quarter, 
each editor 
will choose a 
s ubmi s s i on 
to sponsor in 
hopes that it will be published. 
Next quarter, after the editing 
class has chosen the submissions 
to be published, a design class 
will create the Manastash maga-
zine, which will be published this 
May.
“I hope that this theme will 
challenge them,” Friedman said. 
“Like poetry is structured, it is a 
breeding ground for activity.”
This theme is not only meant 
to challenge students and contin-
ue a conversation, it’s also meant 
to shed light on the fact that there 
is inequality on campus.
Evelyn Briscoe, diversity pro-
grammer at the Center of  Di-
versity and Social Justice, thinks 
this theme will “shed more light 
on the inequality on our campus 
and what it looks [like].” 
Central is not the exception to 
inequality, Briscoe said.We may 
not like to talk about and it is a 
hard thing to address but even 
our campus needs to change and 
continue its eff orts to help every 
student feel like they have a voice 
and that they are being treated 
equally and fairly, Briscoe said.
To continue to kindle the con-
versation of  equality and to help 
celebrate our diversity as Central 
students is the hope of  the Man-
astash Literary Arts Magazine.
“I am excited for this theme 
because it brings up current is-
sues that are happening in our 
society today,” Briscoe said.
Food and brews on tap at Iron Horse
BY CODY NILSEN
Social Media Coordinator
After 11 years of  serving cus-
tomers their signature brews, the 
Iron Horse Brewery Pub is look-
ing to start giving their customers 
a food menu alongside their beer 
list. 
With no confi rmed date, the 
pub posted their opening is “ten-
tatively set for the fi rst week of  
March” on their website.
Retail manager Suzanne Var-
gas said that this addition has 
been a long time in the works.
“Food has been a talking point 
ever since we moved into this 
building over three years ago.” 
Vargas said. “We wanted to wait 
until we knew that we could do 
it right.” 
Iron Horse beer has a re-
spectable following within the 
Ellensburg community and the 
addition of  food will bring a new 
aspect to the brewery. 
“Much like our beer, food at 
[the pub] will include risks and 
break rules in ingredients as well 
as pairings,” Vargas said. “We 
will serve food unlike anything 
Ellensburg currently has to of-
fer.” 
 Owner Greg Parker has simi-
lar feelings about the direction 
the new addition will take the 
pub. 
“We want to close the gap be-
tween diversity of  options and 
focused beer and food pairing” 
Parker said.
Pairing food with the right 
beer is no easy task, making the 
pubs choice to hire Kevin “KC” 
Camarillo as executive chef  an 
important decision.
“Kevin ‘KC’ Camarillo is our 
executive chef. He has over 25 
years of  food service experience 
and has helped start over 15 res-
taurants,” Vargas said. “He will 
be the man that ensures our food 
options parallel the high quality 
of  our beer.”
Vargas also gave some insight 
as to what style of  dishes they 
will be serving and how food will 
work into the pub’s dynamics.
“The food orders will be 
taken and served table side. We 
don’t want to lose the social feel 
at the pub where people strike up 
conversations with those around 
them,” Vargas said.  “With this 
in mind many of  our dishes of-
fered will be easily shared among 
a group.” 
The building is larger than it 
looks from the outside and there 
is a decent-sized area located in 
the back of  the pub, for those 
who are too young to go inside.
There will continue to be a 21 
and over policy for indoor seat-
ing. 
However, for the beer con-
noisseur driving down I-90, Iron 
Horse intends to continue its un-
conventional mentality of  off er-
ing both beer and food to bring 
in tourists.    
On the Iron Horse website, 
it states that one of  the reasons 
for opening the kitchen was a re-
cent survey conducted by Arnett 
Muldrow. 
It was commissioned by the 
Ellensburg Downtown Associa-
tion and the Chamber of  Com-
merce, which identifi ed food 
service as a driver for greater 
tourism numbers. 
Ellensburg bussinesses need 
tourism, especially during the 
summer, when student are gone.
since it’s slower during that time; 
tourism helps keep the local busi-
nesses going, said Jared Vallejo, 
Iron Horse’s director of  market-
ing, on their website. 
“We want to do our part in 
making Ellensburg a real tourist 
destination, where all businesses 
and community members benefi t 
from a prosperous core,” Vallejo 
said.
Manastash covers from over the years. The theme for this year’s magazine involves mass incarceration.
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Visitors from Richland, Wash, Ronnie (left) and Jodi (right) Dawson, enjoying a sampler inside Iron Horse.
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 I am excited for this 
theme because it brings up 
current issues that are hap-
pening in our society today.
“ “
-Evelyn Briscoe
Diversity Programmer for CDSJ
Submissions
Open: till Jan. 29
Submit at: 
cwu.edu/manastash
Theme: Mass 
Incarceration and 
Racial Justice - 
Black and Brown 
Lives Do Matter
build your own burgfoot!
Directions
Note: To make figure sturdier, 
paste pieces onto heavy paper 
before trimming.
1. Trim out all pieces with scissors.
2. Assemble the body by folding 
tabs along lines.
3. Cut slits for arms (dotted lines 
on BurgFoot’s sides). Fold arms in 
half, tape and insert into slits.
4. Secure back to front with tape.
Right arm left arm
Fold
Fold
ScoreScore
Tab Tab Tab Tab
FoldFoldFold
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WIN SASQUATCH TICKETS!
88.1 The Burg 2015 College Radio Station of the Year
CONSTRUCT YOUR VERY OWN MINIATURE BURGFOOT AND 
POST A PICTURE OF HIM DOING SOMETHING AWESOME ON THE 
‘BURG’S FACEBOOK OR TWITTER WITH
#IBELIEVEINBURGFOOT
AND YOU WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ENTERED TO WIN 1 of 2 PAIRS OF 
FOUR DAY PASSES TO SASQUATCH
Complete rules for the contest can be found at 881theburg.com
ALL ENTRIES ARE DUE BY MONDAY JANUARY 25 AT 2 PM
Drawing wil l  take place l ive on air Monday JANUARY 25 at 3 PM
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BY AUSTIN BENNETT
Assistant Sports Editor 
Dom Williams’ last second 
jumper to seal the victory for 
the Wildcats in their annual 
cross state rivalry game against 
Western Washington University 
(WWU) this past year was the 
exclamation mark ROOT Sports 
was looking for. 
With just seconds left on the 
clock and, for what seemed to 
be a lifetime, Williams dribbled 
around the top of  the key before 
draining a step back jumper, end-
ing the game. 
ROOT Sports, who will be 
covering the game this Saturday, 
is hoping for another captivating 
game to broadcast to the entire 
northwest region.
Each year ROOT Sports 
televises the Central and WWU 
rivalry. The Vikings havecon-
trolled the rivalry with a 7-3 re-
cord against the Wildcats since 
2010. 
“The rivalry is still there,” 
junior guard Terry Dawn said. 
“They’re gonna be pissed off 
about us winning last year, but 
I mean that happened to us the 
year before that, so we know 
they’re gonna come out ready to 
go.”
In the 2013-14 season, WWU 
had the fi rst laugh as they pulled 
off  a last-second victory in their 
house. Now an alumni, forward 
JB Pillard tied the game for Cen-
tral with 2.6 seconds left on the 
clock. Then WWU guard Rich-
ard Woodworth hit a last-second 
half-court shot to win the game. 
The past three meetings be-
tween Central and WWU have 
been close with the average mar-
gin of  victory being three points. 
The vibe for the Wildcats 
heading into this week has been 
upbeat with high anticipation for 
Saturday’s game. 
“You try and not make too 
diff erent, as far as preparation,” 
interim head coach Drew Harris 
said. “You know that it’s in the 
back of  all our player’s minds 
that we got Western Saturday.”
Central still has a game today 
against Simon Fraser University 
they need to get through before 
they can give all their attention 
to WWU. 
Most of  the Wildcats have 
played on ROOT sports before, 
but none have coached and 
played on ROOT Sports like 
Harris has. 
“Obviously it’s a high emo-
tions with a big rivalry game, and 
it’s even more packed than our 
other games,” Harris said. “We 
just tell our guys to not do any-
thing extra and play our game.”
College sports has a big em-
phasis on their crowds, especially 
their students. When WWU and 
ROOT Sports come to town they 
usually draw a big crowd. Cen-
tral is expecting another packed 
house this year. According to 
Harris, there is only a few hun-
dred tickets left to sell. 
“I think it’s enjoyable to play 
in front of  big crowds. I think 
it’s why you play the game,” se-
nior guard Gary Rodgers said. “I 
think that’s what it’s all about at 
the end of  the day.” 
Even though playing in front 
of  large crowds gives players 
something to feed of  off , the 
crowd noise can present many 
problems concerning communi-
cation throughout the game. 
“Just staying calm and don’t 
let the moment get too big…
just realize that it’s just another 
game,” senior forward Joseph 
Stroud said about dealing the 
emotion of  the game. 
Last year, after Williams hit 
the game winner the entire Cen-
tral student section swarmed the 
court in a wave of  excitement. 
According to Dawn, a Cen-
tral player was stepped on after 
falling down in the midst of  the 
chaos last year. 
“It’s awesome,” Dawn said 
“You’re just in the middle of  ev-
erything and it’s rowdy, people 
are screaming, and it’s just cha-
otic. Just don’t fall down though.” 
With all things considered 
the Wildcats understand that it’s 
just a game at the end of  the day 
and playing as a team will bring 
home the victory.
“[We] just gotta play as a 
team man,” Rodgers said. As 
long as my team brings their A-
game and if  every individual 
brings what they’re supposed 
to do to the table, I think we’re 
gonna win.” 
ROOT Sports back at Central 
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Senior guard Gary Jacobs, averging 15.2 points and 6.5 rebounds per game, extends for an easy basket.
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Time to bring the noise Central
BY ZAC HERETH
Sports Editor
Last week, 537 people were 
in attendance to watch Central’s 
women’s basketball team take on 
the second-ranked team in the 
country—a pivotal match-up for 
the Wildcats team coming off  a 
huge road victory. 
The turnout wasn’t bad, but 
where was the noise?The crowd 
at my 0-20 high school basketball 
team’s games made more noise 
when we were getting blown out 
by 20 points against virtually ev-
ery team we played.
Let’s show some spirit Central 
students. Create a home-court 
advantage for your team and 
make other schools fear entering 
‘The Pav.’
When our women’s team fell 
behind early in last Thursday’s 
game, there was no encourage-
ment or energy from the crowd 
for our team to feed off  of.
Remember when ROOT 
Sports came here last year? That 
sort of  vibe needs to be the norm 
at Central games. Get crazy, 
get rowdy, yell at refs when they 
make a bad call, let them know 
when they shoot an airball, heck-
le free-throw shooters and make 
sure the other team knows they 
are in a hostile environment.
The band and cheerlead-
ers shouldn’t be making all the 
noise. You should be right there 
with them.
Part of  the lifeblood of  col-
lege sports is the fans. It’s a diff er-
ent experience than professional 
games. 500-plus college students 
can make a lot of  noise. A party 
of  only 30 can easily be loud 
enough to get a noise violation. 
I know you can do it.
You want more televised 
games on ROOT Sports? Earn 
them. Nobody wants to watch a 
game with lifeless fans that don’t 
even look like they are enjoying 
their time.
This Saturday, ROOT Sports 
will return for Central’s game 
against rival Western Washing-
ton University. I expect a packed 
house with rowdy fans just like 
last year, but let’s start doing it 
for more than just the cameras.
Don’t wait for the spotlight to 
come here—bring it here.
There is no excuse not to go. 
Tickets are free if  you’re a stu-
dent. Some other schools charge 
their student for tickets. 
The University of  Washing-
ton charges $20 for football and 
$12 for basketball games. They 
don’t even guarantee you a seat 
in the student section.
With the demand for tele-
vised college sports continuing to 
grow, it’s time to put Central on 
the map as a good place to watch 
a Division II basketball game. 
After last yearʼs memorable 
fi nish, regional broadcast      
returns to Nicholson Pavilion
Rivalry through 
the years
2010-2011: 
86-73 Central 
66-62 WWU
2011-2012: 
99-86 WWU
89-82 Central
2012-2013: 
86-85 WWU
92-82 WWU
2013-2014: 
99-94 WWU
94-91 WWU
2014-2015: 
74-71 Central
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Parker becomes a vocal leader
BY ZAC HERETH
Sports Editor
When attending a Central 
women’s basketball game, there 
are no guarantees about what 
will happen. However, over the 
past four years, Jasmine Parker 
swatting a shot has been just as 
close to a guarantee as there can 
be.
 The senior forward from 
Spokane broke Central’s career 
blocked shots record last season 
and has been adding to that total 
ever since. This year she leads the 
GNAC with 2.5 blocks per game 
and has 199 blocks in her career.
 Parker attributes blocking 
shots to having good timing.
“Just knowing how to time 
[your jump], not jumping to 
early, jumping when they jump, 
always contesting with your 
hands,” Parker said. “Sometimes 
I’m not even trying to block a 
shot, but if  my hands are high I 
might get a good tip on it.”
Parker has been playing or-
ganized basketball since seventh 
grade—she made the junior var-
sity team that year.
“I was terrible,” Parker said.
Improvement came quickly, 
though; Parker made the varsity 
team at Mead High School as a 
freshman. After her senior sea-
son, she was recruited by Central 
and decided to commit.
“I came here, and I liked the 
environment,” Parker said. “I 
liked the city, it’s a small town, 
and the team was really welcom-
ing.”
Coming to college was a little 
intimidating for Parker.
“Defi nitely when I fi rst came 
here I was a little scared,” Parker 
said. “I’m like ‘I’m a freshman, 
I’m a little baby.’ I thought for 
sure I was gonna redshirt. I was 
really nervous, but I ended up 
starting.”
 From there, Parker has gone 
on to start all but two games in 
her college career.
 Last season she earned hon-
orable mention All-GNAC. This 
season she was selected to the 
preseason All-GNAC Team.
Even though she has accom-
plished so much in her career so 
far, head coach Jeff  Harada be-
lieves Parker is just tapping into 
her potential.
“I think she’s yet to make her 
full potential and my goal with 
her in my two years with her is 
to get her to reach that full po-
tential,” Harada said.  “I’ve been 
pushing her to really get her out 
of  her comfort-zone and re-
ally be that aggressive type go-to 
player who really wants that ball 
down the stretch.”
He also wanted Parker to be-
come more vocal as a leader on 
the fl oor.
Parker has taken that to heart 
and has worked on it this season.
“Even just like in practice I try 
and talk more and be more vo-
cal. That helps with the commu-
nicating aspect,” Parker said. “In 
high school, I was quiet. I didn’t 
say anything. Now I just scream 
things at people.”
Harada said that her growth 
as a leader was evident in the 
team’s big win against Western 
Washington University (WWU).
“Her energy in the huddle, 
the things she’s brought to the 
team, the things she said on and 
off  the fl oor, on the bench and in 
the huddle really willed her team 
to win that game,” Harada said. 
“She wasn’t gonna let her team 
lose that game.”
For Parker, basketball isn’t just 
game, it’s also about the relation-
ships she’s built in her four years 
as a Wildcat.
“I just love my team. Those 
are my best friends,” Parker said. 
“I just love the environment I’m 
in.”
One of  those close friends is 
senior center India Matheson.
Parker and Matheson are two 
of  the only three remaining play-
ers from their freshmen class. She 
described Parker as goofy, loyal 
and sweet.
“We have been through this 
whole thing together since the 
beginning,” Matheson said. “Not 
everybody that we were recruited 
with stayed.”
Matheson said the WWU 
game as a favorite memory with 
Parker.
 “We have been through the 
whole thing together and have 
lost every single time we played 
Western except for this last time,” 
Matheson said. “In the locker 
room [after the game] we just 
kind of  stare at each other and 
we just both break down crying 
because it was so emotional.”
Parker draws her motivation 
from her grandma, mother, girl-
friend and coaches. She credits 
them for pushing her hard this 
year in basketball and school. 
Parker, a public health ma-
jor, said she doesn’t have much 
time outside of  school and bas-
ketball. In the free time she does 
get, Parker enjoys photography. 
She likes to go on hikes and go 
around Seattle fi nding diff erent 
scenery to shoot.
After college, she would like to 
pursue a career in basketball.
Senior forward Jasmine Parker, Central’s all-time leader in blocked shots, leads the Wildcats in points, rebounds and blocks per game.
COURTESY OF CENTRAL ATHLETICS
Womenʼs rugby named College Team of the Year 
BY ZAC HERETH
Sports Editor
After falling short against 
Penn State University (PSU) 
for the women’s rugby national 
championship, the Wildcat wom-
en were named Women’s Col-
lege Team of  the Year by ThisI-
sAmericanRugby.com.
The team made it to the na-
tional championship in both 7s 
and 15s action in just their fi rst 
year as a varsity sport at Central, 
but lost both games to PSU.
Head coach Mel Denham, 
who played for the United States’ 
women’s national rugby team, 
credited the team’s work on and 
off  the fi eld.
“It’s a huge sort of  testament 
to the work the girls are put-
ting in,” Denham said. “All the 
work we’re doing off  the fi eld has 
sparked that growth so quickly.”
 The women will look to build 
on last year’s fi nish and take 
home the national title this sea-
son
“Our goal is always improve-
ment…our goal last year was to 
make it to the fi nal four and the 
championship fi nal which we 
ended up doing,” Denham said. 
“Our next goal now is to win that 
game.”
The team has started this 
school year strong, going 9-0 dur-
ing the fall and beating every op-
ponent by at least double digits.
Junior lock Carrie Vaillan-
court emphasized that last year 
was a lot of  players’ fi rst-year 
together and those players have 
returned with last year’s experi-
ence under their belt.
 “I think a big thing is that 
our team is so new,” Vaillancourt 
said. “It was our fi rst year in DI 
and our fi rst year together.”
Career stats
Points: 928
Rebounds: 711
Blocks: 199
Steals: 126
Assists: 109
FG%: 46.9
Central fights for possesion of the ball in a physical contest against Western Oregon University.
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BY SAMUEL BEAUMONTE
Staff Reporter 
Jan. 23 marks the start of  
men’s rugby 15s season, which is 
a diff erent style of  play than the 
7s action that took place in the 
fall.
“We normally play both kinds 
of  games, I think we’re pretty 
good at both—at least we try to 
be,” head coach Tony Pacheco 
said. “Our focus in the fall was 
getting ready for 15s. We put 
the most time into practicing for 
15s since we’ve already qualifi ed 
for the USA Rugby 7s national 
championships in May.”
The team switches off  from 
the 7s to 15s season regularly. 
The main change is the number 
of  players on the fi eld, seven and 
15 respectively. Games also last 
roughly twice as long in the 15s 
season.
“I feel that the jump is defi -
nitely a diffi  cult transition,” ju-
nior fl anker Maverick Schirmer 
said. “It takes me a while to get 
used to everything when we 
switch seasons, it’s like taking 
a few steps back when you’re 
switching into a new season.”
With the change of  the season 
going to 15s, the team prepares 
by recruiting more players and 
ensuring that everyone can work 
together.
“I’m really excited for the 15 
season,” Pacheco said. “We have 
a big and physical team this year 
that have a pretty high rugby 
IQ.”
The team fi rst started practic-
ing together for 15s in the fall, 
working on the seasonal transi-
tion and the new organization of  
teamwork.
“We had a good handful of  
15 practices in the fall to draw 
on and create chemistry with 
each other,” junior fullback Ian 
Wright said. “We’re comfortable 
and everyone has a good sense of  
what each other can do.”
The position of  fullback is 
unique to the 15s season since a 
team of  7s doesn’t have enough 
players to fi ll in the position, 
which leaves the wings to take on 
the duties of  a fullback.
Changes in positions are com-
mon for rugby players who play 
for both seasons, giving those 
players an opportunity to change 
their role on the team. A transi-
tion that is easier for some.
Schirmer fi nds the transition 
from 7s to 15s to be easier, even 
though he switches from center 
to prop.
With the 7s season resulting 
in a Northwest Collegiate Rugby 
Conference championship, a 
spot in the U.S. College Rugby 7s 
National Championship Tourna-
ment and the milestone of  being 
the fi rst American school to win 
the Viking Cup, the team is look-
ing forward to what they can ac-
complish in their 15s season this 
year.
“It’s going to be an interest-
ing and exciting year, we want to 
win the varsity cup. That’s what 
our regular season is for: prepar-
ing for the varsity cup,” Pacheco 
said.
Senior Gavin Schag dives across the goal line with a defender on his back for a Wildcat last year.
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Wildcats start 15s
Central’s men’s rugby looks to qualify 
for second national tournament
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BY MITCHELL JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
Many people have a New 
Year’s resolution to get in better 
shape, which makes January one 
of  the more crowded months at 
Central’s Recreation Center.
Some people just need a rea-
son to get back into the gym to 
work out, while other people 
need more help in order to get 
back in shape. Some people 
need a more strict environment 
to achieve their goals and that’s 
where personal training comes 
in.
There are three diff erent types 
of  personal training off ered at 
Central: small group, large group 
and one-on-one training.
Small groups consist of  three-
to-fi ve people with a general goal 
to be achieved.
“Generally, they want to get 
stronger and lift really heavy with 
proper form,” Katelyn White, 
personal training lead said.
The personal training lead is a 
new position this quarter. White, 
a senior business major, person-
ally trains in small groups, large 
groups and one-on-one.
Large group training involves 
six-to-12 people. These classes 
are usually cardio-based classes, 
programmed for everyone in the 
group.
According to Tanner Barnes, 
a senior center for Central’s rug-
by team claims many groups get 
hooked and stay for years.
Every week there are two 
small group sessions, two large 
group sessions and Fridays are an 
open gym with a workout on the 
board left by the personal train-
ing staff .
During one-on-one training, 
the client gets individual help 
with their fi tness needs.
“I enjoy my one-on-one cli-
ents,” White said. “It’s kind of  a 
nice change of  pace.”
Hannah Allen, a personal 
trainer with a degree in exercise 
science, thinks that one-on-one 
personal training is good  be-
cause clients can talk to trainers 
about the goals they have.
“I focus on the mental strug-
gle of  fi tness,” Allen said. “If  you 
have the right attitude and mind-
set about health and fi tness, the 
actions will come.”
She explained that this usually 
occurs with training one-on-one 
clients to help them understand 
their weaknesses, recognize hab-
its and realize unhealthy behav-
iors.
“Everyone is diff erent, and 
you need to fi t everyone’s needs,” 
Barnes said.
Personal training is off ered to 
the Central club sports teams. 
The girl’s soccer team and men’s 
lacrosse team are apart of  this. 
They rent out a room for an hour 
twice a week where a trainer will 
meet them.
According to White, the cli-
ents that Central personal train-
ers get are faculty, students and 
some recreation center staff .
One-on-one training prices 
diff er whether the client would 
like a certifi ed trainer or a trainer 
in training. 
The price for an individual 
one-hour training session with a 
certifi ed trainer is $27 per session 
and $23 per session with a trainer 
in training.
The group fi tness classes are 
drop-in classes that go by how 
many punches on a punch card 
the person wants to buy. An in-
dividual punch is $3 plus tax, 10 
punches costs $15 plus tax and 
unlimited for an entire quarter 
costs $40 plus tax.
Helping their trainees can be 
just as rewarding for the train-
ers as getting in shape is for the 
clients.
“I’ve seen a lot of  family 
members struggle from health is-
sues,” Allen said. “It drove me to 
help others.”
Rec center o ers resolution help
Central student Mack Brown, a senior biomedicene major, works on his back performing a bent over row lift.
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BY RYAN KINKER
Staff Reporter
If  you think you have the 
highest endurance of  Central’s 
athletes, the recreation center has 
a challenge for you in the month 
of  February.
The recreation center will be 
holding an Indoor Ironman com-
petition, which involves running, 
swimming and biking. Those 
who rise up to the challenge of  
the competition and are able to 
complete it, will receive a free 
t-shirt to show they are the real 
winners. 
Participants have the entire 
month to swim two miles, run 28 
miles and bike 115 miles. These 
numbers are similar to an iron-
man triathlon, which consists 
of  swimming 2.4 miles, running 
26.2 miles and biking 112 miles.
While the Indoor Ironman 
competition is comparative to 
a triathlon, Intramural Sports 
& Special Events Coordinator 
Jordan Stinglen changed the 
numbers to better accommodate 
students that will be completing 
the challenge exclusively at the 
recreation center.
“We kinda changed the num-
bers so that it would work with 
the number of  laps you have,” 
Stinglen said. “All of  our num-
bers that are in the rules are 
based on if  you did it in the [rec-
reation] center.”
Anyone participating does not 
have to complete the challenge 
in the recreation center, but the 
competition is easier indoors on 
the track and on stationary exer-
cise bikes.
“It’s easier to track if  you 
know the [distance] inside,” 
Stinglen said.
Competing in the recreation 
center would also be a way for 
competitors to avoid the out-
door weather conditions, which 
haven’t been cooperating lately 
for those looking to workout. Al-
though, running on snow creates 
a lower-impact on runners feet 
and ankles. 
When broken down to daily 
amounts, a participant would 
have to average one mile per day 
running, four miles per day bik-
ing, and 337.5 feet of  swimming 
per day to complete the chal-
lenge. The swimming distance 
equates to four and one-half  
lengths at Central’s Aquatic Cen-
ter’s 25-yard pool. Participants 
must self-report their progress at 
the end of  each week.
Since it lasts for one month in 
Feb., the Indoor Ironman com-
petition keeps people committed 
to their New Year’s resolution of  
going to the gym and exercising. 
“It’s a month long, so it helps 
you stick with it,” Stinglen said. 
“It’s something to help push peo-
ple…And to get competition. We 
send out weekly updates.”
In addition to receiving a t-
shirt, the top-three fi nishers for 
both men and women will receive 
prizes. The top-fi nishers are de-
termined by who completed the 
distances fastest in terms of  time 
spent exercising, not number of  
days necessary.
Registration for the Indoor 
Ironman competition is open un-
til Jan. 29, with an entrance fee 
of  $15. Students, faculty and staff  
are allowed to enter.
While the competition is 
meant to be fun, it can help peo-
ple fi nd a challenge at the recre-
ation center.
“If  they want to challenge 
themselves,” Stinglen said. “It’s 
not the easiest thing to do.”
Indoor Ironman contest next month
The search for Centralʼs fi ttest athlete goes through the Recreation Center
Contest Info
When: Feb. 1-29
Where: Rec Center
Fee: $15
Prize: T-shirt
Distances
Running: 28 miles
Biking: 115 miles
Swimming: 2 miles
